
  

  
Abstract—In this paper, we report our data-driven 

investigation on measuring proximity networks derived from 
multiple mobile sensor data: Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN 
coordinates. By exploiting the dataset from NOKIA Mobile 
Data Challenge 2012, we propose our methods to generate 
sensor data based proximity networks between mobile users 
and evaluate these networks with a call log network as ground 
truth. Our results can be useful to understand that Bluetooth, 
GPS, and WLAN AP are of significant sensor data to quantify 
the pattern and strength of proximate relation between mobile 
users. 
 

Index Terms—Bluetooth, GPS, proximity network, WLAN 
AP. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The most fundamental challenges in computational social 

science [1] are unraveling social interactions and 
understanding social contexts. Mobile phone data allows us 
to detect social proximity by providing rich information such 
as call logs, mobility, and other sensor data. Specifically, 
Bluetooth (BT) devices have become a well-recognized and 
efficient sensor for constructing a proximity network. 
Accordingly, a large number of BT-based methods have been 
developed and applied to various contextual data over the 
past decade. Despite the considerable efforts to date, 
discovering the proximity patterns between people over time 
by BT-based methods is still a challenge [2],[3].Hence, to 
improve the detection of physical contacts between people, 
one must explore the relationship between BT data and 
additional contextual information from mobile phone data 
because GPS and WLAN AP coordinates capture rich aspects 
of a person’s daily life. 

In this paper, we present simple framework to discover 
proximity networks on Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN 
coordinates and measure their accuracy based on call log 
network developed by ground truth. Our study focuses on the 
following contributions: (1) we introduce simple methods to 
construct a proximity network with Bluetooth and with 
geographic coordinates; (2) we evaluate our proximity 
networks for discovering proximate relation of 15 users 
identified by a call log network. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 explains the raw dataset and 
call log network we analyzed. Section 3 introduces the 
method used to detect a Bluetooth proximity network. 
Section 4 presents a proximity network with geographic 
coordinates of GPS and WLAN AP. Section 5 evaluates the 
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performance of Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN AP proximity 
networks on identifying cell-phone communication. We 
conclude in Section 6 with some final remarks.  

 

II. DATA AND PREPARATION 

A. Large-Scale Mobile Sensor Data 
 Large-scale mobile sensor data used for our study were 
collected by Nokia mobile data collection campaign 2012 
[4].We choose sensor data relevant to estimating proximity 
among users: Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN AP. Among 38 
users in the dataset, we focus on 15 users because we do not 
have call logs between other 23 users. We analyzed GPS and 
WLAN AP distribution on all the users. Fig. 1 captures 
majority in mobile users is frequently discovered between 
longitudes range from 6.5 to 7.0 and latitudes range from 46.4 
and 46.6. 

B.  Call log Network as Ground Truth 
 We create a directed call log graph, which will be used as 
ground truth for the existing social interaction. The call log 
network is constructed by the anonymized call logs of 15 
users since we can identify only 15 users from our raw 
data.The call log network consists of three different 
subgraphs: Blue, Yellow, and Red (See Fig. 2). Each node is 
labeled with user ID and the size of a node represents the total 
number of incoming or outgoing calls. Each edge is the 
bi-direction of a calling between users. We use this calllog 
network to evaluate the accuracy of proximity networks from 
Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN AP. 
 

III. PROXIMITY NETWORK WITH BLUETOOTH 

A. Bluetooth Frequency of Mobile Users 
To construct a proximity network with Bluetooth, we 

captured the Bluetooth frequency list observed for each user 
using anonymized Bluetooth mac addresses of 11 identified 
user IDs. In simple terms, we counted the number of 
occurrences of Bluetooth mac addresses observed for each 
user. As shown Fig. 3, a mobile user 51 contains Bluetooth 
frequencies from identified 8 mobile users: {2, 7, 17, 23, 56, 
75, 89, 139}, with the mobile user 89 having the highest BT 
frequency (609) of the group. 

B. Construct Bluetooth Proximity Network 
We construct the Bluetooth proximity network using the 

anonymized Bluetooth mac addresses of each user. Based on 
the Bluetooth frequency list for each user, we create an edge 
from A to B when A’s device sees B’s device. Fig. 4 shows a 
directed network that represents the proximity of mobile 
users by Bluetooth device; the edge represents the proximity 
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between users, whereas the node size depends on the 
frequency of co-occurring Bluetooth mac addresses for each 
user. We detected that our Bluetooth proximity network was 
deployed at three distinct proximity subgraphs corresponding 
to the call log network. For instance, a subgraph connected 
with the following set of nodes: {17, 50, 56} of the Bluetooth 
proximity network is similar as a yellow subgraph of the call 
log network. 

 
Fig. 1. WLAN AP distribution of 38 users. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Call log network from the 15 users. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Bluetooth frequency list of mobile user 51. 

 

IV. PROXIMITY NETWORK USING GEOGRAPHIC 
COORDINATES 

A. Method 
In this section, we briefly describe our method to construct 

a proximity network using geographical coordinates of GPS 
and WLAN AP respectively. By extracting the pair wise 
proximity frequencies between users, we consider the only 
accumulated proximity network. There are four main steps to 
discover GPS or WLAN AP proximity between users at a 
given period.     

• Data representation: As a data preprocessing step, we 
extract a triplet representation: {unix time, longitude, 
latitude} from the raw GPS (or WLAN AP) data 
between users. Using (1), we calculate the minimum 
unix time interval (t) between two users:  

 

      min | |: ,                     1  

 
where a and b are unix time from user i,  and user 
j,  respectively. In order to compute GPS distance 
between two users, the feature set (F) derived by t is 
expressed as follows: 

 

                                     2  
 

where long is a longitude and lat is a latitude of user 
i and j respectively.   

• GPS distance calculation: We use the Carlson model 
[5][6] to calculate the GPS distance between two points 
using GPS coordinates. Fig. 5 depicts the GPS distance 
distribution of two users 2 and 51 based on our feature 
set F and Fig. 6 represents frequencies of GPS distance 
in specific intervals of GPS distance between user 2 and 
51.   

• Proximity determination: We set a user-defined 
threshold (1 meter) to determine useful GPS distance 
between users because we assume a physically contact 
distance is less than 1 meter. If the GPS distance 
between users is below the threshold, we define each 
user in their proximity with whom they could be 
personally known (See Fig. 7).  

• Construct proximity network: Based on the information 
of users’ proximity from the previous step, we build an 
accumulated proximity network in which each node 
represents a user ID and each edge is proximity between 
users. 

•  
• Fig. 4. Bluetooth proximity network for 11 identified mobile 

users. 
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Fig. 5. GPS distance distribution between user 2 and 51. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Number of GPS distance on some GPS distance intervals between 

user 2 and user 51. Note that the number of their physically contact distance 
is 24. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Proximity distribution of user 2 a

 
Fig. 8. Proximity network using GPS coordinates. 

B. GPS or WLAN AP Proximity Network 
We exploit GPS and WLAN AP coordinates from raw 

sensor data and built two types of proximity networks: a GPS 
based proximity network and a WLAN AP based proximity 
network. Fig. 8 represents the proximity network that is 
generated using only GPS coordinates and we can identify 
proximate relation between 15 users. We can detect the 
proximity between all the users except interactions between 
users 63, 120 and 179 (Blue). Fig. 9 shows the proximity 
network using WLAN AP coordinates and it discovers 

proximity of 13 users. 

 
Fig. 9. Proximity network using WLAN AP coordinates.  

nd user 51 respectively. 

 
Fig. 10. Total similarity score  of proximity networks. 

 

V. EVALUATION 
 We develop a new measure to assess the topological 
similarity [7] of three subgraphs in our generated networks. 
To compare Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN AP proximity 
networks with a call log network, we use the linear 
combination of edge-based similarity score and node-based 
similarity score [8]: 

 

 S  σ 1 σ σ 0, 1                   3  

 

where  is the total proximity similarity composed of  and 
.  is the edge-based similarity and  is the node-based 

similarity between each of three proximity networks and the 
call log network. We calculate proximity similarities (i.e., 

and ) using Jaccard’s coefficient of similarity [9]. For the 
edge-based similarity , we use the following equation to 
compute a similarity score (S) between each subgraph (i.e., 
blue, yellow, red) of a proximity network and the call log 
network respectively:   
 

                                                                               4  
 

where p is the number of edges which are in a proximity 
network but not in a call log network, q is the number of 
edges which are in a call log network but not in a proximity 
network, and r is the number of edges which are in both. 
Similarity, the node-based similarity  is calculated based 
on the number of co-occurring nodes in each of the proximity 
networks and in the call log network. Fig. 10 shows the 
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overall similarity measurement from three different 
proximity networks in terms of (3).   

When we set the value of σ as 0.6, we can achieve the 
highest performance based on our proposed measure. From 
the above result, we can capture that GPS proximity network 
and WLAN AP proximity network show the highest 
similarity in the yellow subgraph. GPS proximity network 
represents better performance than the other two proximity 
networks for a yellow subgraph and a red subgraph, whereas 
Bluetooth proximity network has the lowest similarity in the 
blue and red subgraphs. All the proximity networks show the 
poor performance of the blue subgraph.We also analyze the 
proximity networks and a call log network to extract the 
strongest close use pair between users by the number of the 
pair wise proximity frequencies between nodes from each of 
the proximity networks, or by the size of nodes from the call 
log network. We measure the strength of closeness between 
nodes by a point wise mutual information (PMI) [10] defined 
as: 

 
 

;
,

                    5  
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The PMI indicates the probability that two users are more 

familiar against the probability that they are less familiar. We 
minimize to calculate the frequencies of co-occurring node x 
and y. As shown in Table I, we discovered a strong 
correlation between the pair wise proximity frequencies 
influenced by Bluetooth, WLAN AP or GPS and the 
closeness of user’s social contacts by call logs. Note that the 
user pairs who have the highest relationship in a call log 
network are the same as the user pairs in a Bluetooth 
proximate network. 

 
TABLE I: USER PAIRS WITH THE STRONGEST CLOSENESS 
 Blue Yellow Red 

Call log (63, 123) (17, 56) (111, 169) 

Bluetooth (63, 123) (17, 56) (111, 169) 

WLAN AP (63, 123) (50, 56) (111, 169) 

GPS None (50, 56) (111, 169) 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for generating 

accumulated proximity networks from mobile sensor data 
and a call log network as ground truth in order to investigate 
the proximity of mobile users using NOKIA Lausanne data 
collection. The validation methods which apply for our 
analyses confirm that Bluetooth, WLAN AP, and GPS are 
critical sensor data todis cover the proximate relation 
between mobile users. 

In future work, the proposed framework can be extended to 
develop a classification learner with feature sets derived from 
the combination of multiple sensor data such as Bluetooth, 
WLAN AP, and GPS. We can potentially discover the 
dynamics of the proximity networks by means of a 
classification learner. By comparing the proximate patterns 
of people between a call log network and our predicted 
proximity networks for a short duration (e.g., one consecutive 
hour in a day), we plan to show the accuracy of our 
classification learner-based proximity networks. 

Another direction is that it would be of interest to develop 
a novel data-driven model to improve the reliability of our 
proposed detection mechanism by Bluetooth. This will allow 
a reduction of the limits(i.e., missing edges from Bluetooth 
device, scale of noise, and so forth) of current proximity 
network-generated model, and to devise a more realistic 
modeling scheme [11]. This is also part of our future work. 
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